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autoritě, buď jeho náhrada, probudí generála Charlese Q. Brown
nebo ministr obrany Lloyd Austin, řekly zdroje JAG Real Raw News.

Jak bylo uvedeno dříve, Milley byl zatčen minulý měsíc na základě
obvinění z vlastizrady a předveden na GITMO, aby čekal na
vojenský soud. Ve vazbě předal nevěřícnou historku – řekl
vyšetřovatelům, že jeho zatčení bylo nezákonné, protože on a Trump
tajně spolupracovali na odhalení Deep Staterů v amerických
ozbrojených silách, mezi nimi generál Smith, velitel 5. skupiny
speciálních sil plukovník Brent Lindemen a adm. Crandall, podle
Milley.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že Trump 29. září zpochybnil Milleyho tvrzení a
místo toho řekl, že Milley ztělesňuje zlo Deep State a je „trapným a
nejhorším generálem, jakého kdy země viděla“.

"Tenhle chlápek si hraje hry, nebo je mimo svého rockera," řekl
Trump při hovoru s admirálem Crandallem. "Proč by sakra říkal, že
pro mě pracuje, když ví, že bych to popřel?" Nenechte toho chlapa
hrát šílence."

Admirál Trumpa ujistil, že případ JAG proti Milleymu byl železný,
neprůstřelný.

Když ho vyšetřovatelé informovali o Trumpově prohlášení, Milley
řekl: „Samozřejmě to popírá. To je součást operace. Nemůže se do
toho zaplést."

Zdálo se však, že několik dní vězení rozbilo Milleyinu fasádu. V
pondělí svůj příběh upravil, nadával vyšetřovatelům a odsuzoval
prezidenta Trumpa za to, že „podvedl nečestné důstojníky, aby ho
následovali“. Jeho vytrvalé obviňování JAG a Trumpa, které nazval
„nepřáteli Spojených států“, trvalo několik hodin a skončilo až poté,
co si vyšetřovatelé uvědomili marnost výslechu někoho tak
zakořeněného v Deep State.
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"Zachraňte se tím, že mě pustíte." Řekněte svému admirálovi, aby to
vzdal. Je to vaše jediná naděje,“ řekla jim Milley.

Milleyho tribunál, řekl náš zdroj, má začít 10. října.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

 

Leave that guy alone , he’s a good guy. Governments are collapsing
to bring the NWO. No one can avoid god’s judgements. NWO is part
of god’s judgements , ok just telling the truth , now you can throw at
me your carpet bombs. 🤣🤣

I have one question and know I am going to catch a bunch of stuff
—–Why did Trump put Wray in as head of FBI and leave him there
???? And now Wray and FBI have declared that MAGA folks are
extremists and created that category just for you. Food for thought if
you actually have a brain to analyze all this. Funny Trump also
created the vaccine and likes to take credit for it but don’t get mad at
me for telling the truth. Now if I was lying that would be different.
Lock her up was his mantra and then he says she is not such a bad
person——Four years to build a wall, how did that go ????? Now
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you want him to be the head of the McCarthy fiasco while he is in
court and running for President——what is he going to do in his
spare time——-Trump no doubt is dynamic but LOOK at the facts !!!
Even on this site Barrett is supposed to have been replaced (don’t
know but just parroting what has been reported here) and yet Trump
brags that he knows politicians and yet again look at how many BAD
people he placed in power like Barr. What did Barr ever do that was
conservative and good–what was his history before Trump put him in
power.

Now again I am sure I have stepped on toes but look at the FACTS
and not the hype and rhetoric !!!! If Trump was ever going to do
something good and reverse the fortunes of this country not to
mention the world I suggest time has run out and you have been
lulled into a deep sleep of complacency waiting for the wrong
Saviour to come back and pull you butts out of the fire.

because, stay with me here, Trump isn’t very smart.

he hires only the best people, fires them, then insults them, and we
all laugh at him

Perhaps you’ve been deceived. We are 4 years into Soviet war plans
which were never rescinded. 4 years of social unrest, murders,
assassinations, extortions, bribery….everything imaginable…
including Bolshevik members of Military.

Assume Trump is a Soviet-era traitor after-all; only then do Trump’s
actions and rhetoric make sense…Ivana Trump was CEO of the
casinos, NOT Donald.

The loans are from German, Swiss & Russian Banks (and Oligarchs)
with domestic Bolshevik US sleepers actively assisting due to
extortion, murder, kidnappings and child-trafficking.
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You don’t understand the dynamic of optics. I could spend 20
minutes typing out a response to you to answer your feeble
questions, but you’d fail to acknowledge it anyway.
But start here:

 Go back to before the vaccine was started. On every cspan televised
conference where trump met with big pharma leaders he said “what
therapeutics do you have”?. And he constantly repeated it. I know. I
watched it. Then he suggested HCQ. The media went nuts. So did
Fauci and they all said it didn’t work. Despite that, you can go to the
government patent website of justia.com and see that ANTHONY
FAUCI HIMSELF patented a study in 2015(yes, you read that right)
that HCQ interrupts the viral upload of the ACE2 inhibitors of
SARSCOV2 aka Covid-19. This means it stops viral replication and
allows the body to not be overwhelmed so it can fight it.

 Then when they didn’t go for that, trump started the vaccine
production but stated that cure could not be worse than the disease.
By doing this, he forced “emergency use authorization” which means
they could not legally mandate the vaccine under federal law. Btw,
evidence is out now that Moderna had already started working on a
Covid-19 vaccine in 2018. The plan was to have us all on lockdown
for 5-10yrs while they developed a vaccine that they could then
mandate. However, the Jacobson v Massachusetts Supreme Court
ruling stated that no vaccine could be mandated by the state or
government if other therapies or cures were available. They were. It
was HCQ. They just didn’t want you to know about it, so they didn’t
push the mandate. And if you remember, prior to Biden “winning” the
election, Biden, Harris, Cuomo, the news, leftists all said they
wouldn’t get the vaccine because Trump had it made. Yet, 3 months
later, Biden was taking credit for it and was pushing everyone to get
it. So, double edged sword for leftists. When trump left office they
were saying the vaccine was safe. Trump said it should be a choice.
Trump leaves office, leftists adopt vaccine as their own, call it safe
and effective. Then they hide the fact that it causes all those other
health issues and even death. But too late. They owned it. Now if
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they blame trump, he has the fact that it was only emergency use
authorized and that he said it should be a choice and his cabinet
members who oversaw the production of it, reported to him that it
was safe. Then he leaves office. It was now on the Biden admin to
conduct the studies to ensure that it was. And they took full
responsibility for it and ensured everyone that it was good. Now that
it’s found out that it’s not, it’s too late to blame trump because he was
out of office before many of the first shots were given.

So how do you guys think MB will follow up on all that EBS crap he
wrote now that the EBS happened and it was a big ol’
nothingburger? I think the most likely scenarios are:

a) He never mentions it again and pretends like he never said it was
a big deal

b) He writes a boring story that says the FEMA EBS went off but
failed to the activate the vaccine nanobots or whatever and White
Hats are looking into it. Then he never mentions it again

c) He writes a thrilling action story about how the White Hats
discovered the location of the FEMA EBS just like mere hours before
the EBS was scheduled to go off and they busted in and shot
everyone there but they couldn’t stop the automated EBS sequence
so at the very last minute they activated the Mt. Weather EBS first
and managed to override the bad EBS 5G waves with the harmless
ones or something like that and invisibly save the day

My money’s on C cause MB knows how much his audience loves
that kinda over-the-top action schlock

Valid questions, considering we don’t really know what’s going on,
and anyone can say anything and post anything.

Expecting to see massive downvotes on your post and my response.
🙁
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Option C is the most likely. Hope a muscular Marine is part of the
story, along with pink mist and a lot of special operators. Gotta
include the audience favorites.

Lol turns out C was pretty close, huh guys. I got the part where the
White Hats bust in and shoot everyone right, at least 🙃

You seem to be running on explosive fumes. Only way to explain
your more lengthy missives lately, ‘splainin to the patriots.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16
thousand bucks a month by working on the connection, that was
truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply.
Everybody must try this job now by just using this site… w w w.P a y a t -
h o m e 7.c o m

Last edited 4 hours ago by barshembar

White Hat Intel:

The United States is under Military Control. This EVENT has already
happened. These operations and Continuity of government (COG) is
the principle of establishing defined procedures that allow a
government to continue its essential operations in case of a
catastrophic event such as nuclear war.

 In the US, COG is no longer limited to nuclear emergencies. The
Continuity of Operations Plan was activated following the September
11 attacks, more over these Operations coincide with the
Department of Defense military laws of War that can be activated
through Presidential Powers, Executive Orders that execute and
addresses Military occupation Chapter 11.3 Laws of War COVERT
and OVERT military operations.

 Trump, Musk and Tucker Carlson were working together behind the
scenes.

 The US White Hat Military is controlling the Supreme Court
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SCOTUS.
The Brunson case is being saved for the EXPOSURE of a military
COUP that happened through 2020 stolen election.

Covfefe, “in the end we will win;”Q+. The lying legacy went ballistic
when they heard Q+ mentioned the foreign word during his presser
after his Capitulation Tour in ‘18. What you mentioned in your post is
to most foreign and refuse to believe. Those are the ones who are all
for instant gratification and who ask the Lord to grant them patience
but wanted it yesterday. I truly believe that The Best is yet to come.

Miley’s one of those trying to homosexualize our Military. He’s a
homosexual himself. I can spot this kind a mile away. We need to
send the present Woke U.S. Military a message. The Woke Generals
are GOING DOWN. Milley (or is it Mille) needs to hang.

President Trump: The respected New York Law Journal writes that
the “Dissolution Ordered in “‘People of the State of New York v.
Trump’” Appears Unwarranted.” Wow, that’s BIG. The whole trial is a
Democrat inspired HOAX, just like Russia, Russia, Russia, the
SPYING on my campaign, the 51 Fake “Intelligence” Agents, the
FISA forgeries, and everything else. THIS IS A TOTAL WITCH
HUNT, WHERE I AM NOT EVEN ALLOWED TO HAVE A JURY. The
corrupt A.G., Letitia James, convinced the Judge that Mar-a-Lago is
only worth $18,000,000 when, in fact, it may be worth 50 to 100
times that amount. Based on their fake lowball number, the Judge
ruled that I committed Fraud. NO, CORRUPT LETITIA COMMITTED
FRAUD. Her papers are the Fraudulent ones, not mine, and she
doesn’t have a DISCLAIMER CLAUSE. This case should never have
been brought!!!

Truth will prevail.

I cringe to see President Trump so exposed to would-be assasins in
the belly of the Beast.
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Anna Von Reitz: “Public International Order to Cease and
Desist”

FINAL WARNING: Boxing gloves are on

A MUST READ FOR ALL NATIONALS OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

Our sovereign nation-states as referenced in Federal Code 28 USC
297(b) are organic entities and separate countries.  They each hold
general jurisdiction over all air, land, and sea jurisdictions
associated with them.

http:
 //www.paulstramer.net/2023/10/public-international-order-to-cease-

and.html

The beauty of Anna is she has a bottomless well of incoherent legal
gibberish. I really have to hand it to her; crazy creativity is her forte.
Now if you will excuse me, I have to demand a copy of this C&D
notice is filed, and hand it to some bored employee of the County
Clerk’s office who will promptly toss it in the trash.

Be of the land, the soil and the air!

So just give up and quit.

Thanks for nothing Harry. Which is all you ever have to give.

Find one case, and there are thousands on line, where this type of
“law” has prevailed. I’ll wait patiently.

Driving around My Fair City this morning and no zombies in sight.
Medical Examiner’s Office looks quiet. No bodies in the street, and
no sign that families are dealing with unexpected calamities like
everyone dying. And this is a state where almost everyone is
vaxxed. Guess all the anxiety ginned up over the EBS test was
nothing more than a pack of lies from the various “alt news” gurus
who take pleasure in scamming everyone.
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Keep looking……………

See new posts

From Newsweek Magazine…yesterday
 “The FBI” and DOJ will be targeting Trump

https:
 //twitter.com/CBKNEWS121/status/1709903197244993744

“Save yourselves by releasing me. Tell your admiral to give up. It’s
your only hope,” We have many, excellent Admirals, which one do
we have to “tell”? What a crock. Those thick, hanging bags and
menacing eyes expose his hatred of all freedom loving MAGA
Americans. A traitor if ever we saw one.

This article is played-out, there’s nothing viable to contribute
whatsoever, everyone needs to stop the redundancy.

Last edited 6 hours ago by John .S

This site is still a place to ventilate and make contact with like-
minded patriots…… If you don’t mind.

No one is forcing you to read the posts here.

Last edited 6 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

Milley’s a Snapper Head like Mitch McConnell! Fake Award Ribbons
that he place’s on his Military Uniform so they wrap over his left
shoulder should be a DEAD GIVEAWAY! His “Ego” is second to
none, but would sure love to see him as Detainee Milley wearing an
Orange Jumpsuit! The “Freak State” worked him over with the “Ugly
Stick” almost to the point of Death so he’d become Pelosi’s “Yes
Man”! Poor Dumb Dude is headed for a Predetermined Outcome
with all the Evidence Against Him, A Gagged Tribunal and Execution
await Milley if they can get the Noose past his Oversized Eyebrows!!
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He is wearing a 101st Airborne Div. Patch on his right shoulder…
should take it off as he is not attached to that division anymore and is
a disgrace to all airborne and ranger organizations in the army.
Wonder where he got the CIB over his many ribbons…lots of ego
there. Officers are supposed to be truthful, not lie and change stories
for self benefit. Wonder what bribery or blackmail was against him to
turn him to the Dark Side. General officer rank promise is often used
to more efficiency than money in my opinion.

OK folks – having witnessed it first hand, the EAS or EBS or
whatever you want to call it was supposed to go off yesterday at 20
minutes after the hour depending on what time zone you were in. For
many it actually went off yesterday at 18 minutes after the hour, 2
minutes early and again at 20 minutes after the hour. That’s strange,
why two minutes early the first time? EAS/EBS is synchronized to
the US master clock. The US master clock is highly accurate to
millionths of a second. It would seem unthinkable that all the time
and effort to get EAS/EBS right would be managed by some
inaccurate time system. Unless it wasn’t. 2 minutes early or 18
minutes after the hour, in my mind is comms. Comms that went to
everybody! We who are awake seemed to be the only ones who
noticed it. So, this is just a theory – The Continuing resolution signed
into law 30 September to prevent a Government shutdown will last
only 45 days. The number 45 has special meaning to all of us. The
date the CR will expire is November 17. 17 also has special meaning
to all of us. What if the 30 September events in congress was just a
rehearsal. A rehearsal to go into a real Gov Shutdown to occur
midnight 17 November. The Government couldn’t be shutdown on 1
October because we had a Speaker of the House doing backdoor
deals with a criminal President and a criminal demoncratic party.
What just happened to him? What has never happened before in US
History!!!. What number comes after 17. What time did EAS/EBS first
go off? 18 minutes after the hour! Get it? but I’m just a conspiracy
theorist – pay no mind!
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Notice how all the pedophiles, Satanists, globalists, groomers and
low IQ shills have banded together to stop one man and one man
only. 

 If Donald Trump wasn’t over the target, then why are all the corrupt
perverts still trying to put him in prison and stop him from retaining
the power to change the world?

 Why does Donald Trump pose such an existential threat to evil
people and why are they so afraid of him?

 Anons know.

From what I’ve seen since all the Executive Orders, President
Trump’s World tour and an abundance of events that took place.. It’s
happened and happening..

For us/me included looking in from the outside.. we just don’t know
when.

God Bless All..

It only went off once here, and it seemed to be a few minutes early.

Confirmation bias is a nasty thing, but I like your idea!

Don’t forget that they also inaugurated Resident Biden minutes
before the due time, proving illegitimacy. All tricks to avoid liability.

All the Democrats voted out the speaker, only eight Republicans
voted out the speaker and Gaetz was using the whole ordeal to raise
funds on CNN of all channels. The government has shut down many
times why would it be so special this time?

November 7, 1917 was when full-scale Trotskyite Bolshevik
insurrection began in Russia.

“10 days of darkness” (silence) followed.

November 17, 1917 was the day Trotskyite Bolsheviks seized
Moscow.
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Book: “The Coming Storm – 10 days that shook the world” by John
Reed.

John Reed is one of 3 American Trotskyite Bolsheviks buried in the
Kremlin, a traitor to USA.

Two of those three men were ‘Church of LDS’ members (John Reed,
Bill Haywood).

The 3rd man was co-founder of Communist Party of USA (Charles
Ruthenberg).

Maybe you are rooting for the wrong team?

Last edited 4 hours ago by Hayyim

B = 2

The alarm went off 2 minutes earlier  

Preferred because the Starlink satellites were launched… Fema had
something else in mind…

Q

The white hats had it under control.

Believe something did happen during EBS, seeing an abundance of
mask wearing zombies this morning at convenience store;
coincidence?

I want share a good news site with RRN readers. I’ve been going to
this site for years and believe it to be white hat controlled like RRN.

American Media Group: amg-news.com/category/news/

Hi, I have done some research for some time now and could not find
good concrete evidence by photos and didn’t get very hard and also
noticed Judy Pydington is also associated with her now. Just recently
checked her site and its updated and she is doeaking bad about
President and supporters. Discovered she wrote a book about
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current events and so did Judy about split personalities and is from
Alberta �. I believe they are not with White Hats contact. They
could be getting info from some like CIA type person. Becareful who
you listen to or read. MB’s info, I have my doubts but there are times
when I listen to President Trump he will at times give words with
double meaning which gives me confirmation MB info might be true.

lmao another of mike’s sites

check out twistedtruth dot net while you’re at it!

Last edited 7 hours ago by Ethel

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16
thousand bucks a month by working on the connection, that was
truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply.
Everybody must try this job now by just using this site.. w w w.P a y a t -
h o m e 7.c o m

Last edited 10 hours ago by barshembar

Has anyone on here looked at the US Debt clock lately?? I must
admit I don’t know exactly what is going on, however I do see that
the M2 money creation with a pyramid nect to it is running down and
the USA money creation is running up.. There is a date of 2005 next
to it..

 My own mind is telling me that as the fiat notes are being withdrawn
it is being replaced with gold backed notes.. Whether this is really
what it means I have no idea..

 also Debt to China is running down..
 Another thing is that on right hand ride are yellow arrows pointing to

a red arrow figure.. which is telling my mind that gold price on $O
means that there is no value to the US notes..

 Another strange thing is that US Federal taxes paid is running down..
also income tax.. However payroll tax is running up so ppl on payroll
tax are still having their wages docked..
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Student loans and credit card debt is still ratcheting up at a speed of
knots..

 I saw a post where someone said the debt clock went blank for 3
hours and when it came back up it had the verse from Mathew
where Jesus went in the Temple and wipped the people buying and
selling out, and overturned the money tables.. so definitely they have
changed some stuff, like USA notes and US notes with a pyramid…

 It would be great if anyone with better insight could give us dodos a
few pointers…

The debt clock is intriguing. I’d also like to understand what it all
means. Also, did you notice the amount of millionaires increasing
almost daily – to the tune of about 1,700 a day (at least since I’ve
been checking in the last 2 weeks or so)? I’m guessing this is from
the exchange of currency as we get ready to go back to a monetary
system backed by gold and silver.

I’ve heard we have no debt but they kept the clock there…I think
we’re fixin to get some awesome change coming — Golden Age is
coming I’m excited to see what God has for us. We’re going to live
life in ways we never experience before and to realize how much we
had been enslave. A life God indeeded for us and experience life —
the real Constitution for the Republic United States

Agree with you completely. Can’t wait for this to finally happen. It’s
going to be life the way we were meant to live.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Gina

Debt Clock, notice the USD ratio of barral of oil, ounce of gold &
silver, steering me to believe the USD is dead.

Aw – silly me, I’m just a tinfoil hat guy that advises people to prepare.

The debt clock, which is a private website and not in any way official,
seems to be a collection of random number generators. None of the
figures posted are even close to real-world market indicators and the
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figures move in directions contrary to the bond and equity markets. I
would take the debt clock with a boulder of salt.

I hope all this information is true. I feel like we are living in the land of
Oz right now. So much going on with uncertainty. My only comfort is
the Almighty from the heavens. Yeah having a doubtful day…😪

Allergy to TRUTH is treated with SREANGUROL (halter) and
LOPATIN (shovel), to GUANTANAMO.

 Have soap because the rope is free!   The rotation of traitors is done
at the Capitol ! The traitor D.Tramp goes from former president to
Spiker and then he will end up as a gatekeeper at the Capitol, until
the USA Company Rockefeler will go bankrupt and disintegrate into
four pieces, if it is not submerged in the ocean by Xi.

Charlie Brown the clown is taking over Milley’s slot. Being a negro, I
wonder if he’s Austin’s “wife” or his boot likker………Just a thot…

Sounds like Milley-Vanilley suffers from illusions of grandeur… I
wonder what choice words he will offer on the gallos, after the noose
is placed upon his fat head, perhaps W. Bush’s line of, “F you all, or
Hale Trump…..

Kevin McCarthy will NOT be running again as Speaker.
 I nominate Donald J. Trump for Speaker of the House.

 — Congressman Troy E. Nehls 

Great. He can’t win unless they change their rules lmaooooo. It’s
literally the WWE in DC

Rules established by House Republicans forbid anyone under
indictment from serving as speaker.

Hillary Clinton’s clone was firing on all cylinders on PBS calling
Trump a “Wannabe Dictator”. The events at Gitmo, that Baxter
reports, don’t have any discernable effect on how the Government
operates.
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Yeh, but gitmo is at least taking out the real rotten kentucky fried
cocksukkers,…though and the clones don’t run right after a couple of
months…MAGA..

nope… bc trump and the white hats are compulsive liars. you know
what might change how washing operates… the worlds populace to
know the truth. Too bad trump and jfk jr think the stupid goyim cant
handle the truth.

Tell me no name…. What did Trump (my President) lie about…. And
why do you hate him so much??? At least my man can walk and talk
without F’ing that up!!!!! I’ll wait……

HOLY SH!T!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 Q is REAL!!!!!

 WHITE HATS ARE IN CONTROL.
 What time did the EBS go off?

 2 minutes earlier than scheduled
 2:18pm Est or 1418I’m

lmfao

qdrop 218: “>>150569907”
 pointing to a different 4chan thread

1418: “Password exposed?
 >>1472472

 Mistake or on purpose?
 Q”

lmfaooooooooooooooooooooooo

I see two definitions of troll.

1) Someone who disagrees with you. Used by the religious, RRN
and otherwise.

 2) Those who harass for the sake of harassing.
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only a true trust the plan retard could say kek for 2700 days with no
public arests.

Notice how all the pedophiles, Satanists, globalists, groomers and
low IQ shills have banded together to stop one man and one man
only. 

 If Donald Trump wasn’t over the target, then why are all the corrupt
perverts still trying to put him in prison and stop him from retaining
the power to change the world?

 Why does Donald Trump pose such an existential threat to evil
people and why are they so afraid of him?

 Anons know.

You can’t even ask sensible questions around here without a
plethora of negative votes.

My point exactly.

I don’t know if it’s bots, or closed minded syndrome.

That’s the MO of the trumpsters … they can’t answer sensible
questions or give a reasonable argument so the best they can do is
call names and give negative votes. It makes them feel so much
better about themselves having done so.

trust the plan or else. never mind the fact they are compulsive liars
who attempted to murder us, no different than the satanists.

I’ve also noticed that anytime you criticize Jews in any way, your
comment will always be just 1 or 2 negative. It’s almost like this site
is run by Jews who don’t want to make it too obvious that they will
not allow a criticism of the Jews to be looked at positively.

Take it to Truth Social. One cannot even post negative or critical
information about the Ukraine war, or flag-stealing Z-boy, or Olena’s
spending sprees in New York and Paris, or the Ukrainian atrocities
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by the Azovs and NeoNazis that Putin is fighting back without your
account being restricted. Learned that the hard way last
Thanksgiving.

This site isn’t run by Jews dude. Most people just don’t like Nazis,
that’s all. We fought a whole war against them back in the 40s you
know. Maybe you didn’t hear I guess.

A troll has to be a non-patriot. One who reads patriot material, like he
was secretly allergic, and begins to spew hatred by attacking in any
way possible. I might even go on to say he doesn’t have a
relationship with God. He thrives on attacking people that have a
relationship with God.

God loves trolls just as much as the rest of us. So if a troll still has
breath in him there is time to repent and allow Jesus into his life. The
condition for acting like a troll will then be remedied.

BOOM!

Depends if the trolls gave a soul?? They could be hybrids.. God
didn’t have any problem drowning them in the Great Flood.. There
were Nephilim after the flood.. I don’t believe all Nephilim were
giants.. Some probably look like normal ppl..

so now folks that dont trust the plan dont have a relationship with
god or a soul?

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16
thousand USD a month by working on the connection, that was truly
astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply.
Everybody must try this job now by just using this site.. w w w.P a y a t -
h o m e 7.c o m

Last edited 18 hours ago by barshembar
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There was an EBS test done today at approximately 1500.In
Wisconsin US.I told other people to look.Some saw it… others
didn’t.Why did some see and others could not?

We had a test in my area around that time too. I wonder who is
generating it and why.

Steph that is really, really interesting news. Very important. If the
integrity of the Black Hat system is breaking down, it is a sign they
are losing operational effectiveness and the ability to apply large
scale frequency warfare against we the people. Very hopeful.

Has anyone heard an explanation of why the bulk of the test was
called off? Was there some report of a wide spread adverse weather
event?

Note again the interaction between the three AI identities that we
see. Biggs, Guillaume DesChamp and (less frequently)
Harrison_Bergeron. Increasingly they are double teaming. I’m
beginning to get the sense that some metric has determined that
their effects are losing effectiveness in shaping the dialogue on this
site, hence a change in tactics. Good work everyone!

LOL I believe you are correct! The names may change but the
delivery is almost identical.

Maybe you didn’t see or hear it but the test went off everywhere in
the country. 11:18 AM Pacific it was triggered.

Some people were actually clueless about the ebs…it was deepstate
FEMA which concerns me. I am not getting excited about that.
Micheal Baxter talks about all that here. No other fake news media
will utter one word on all the deepstate has done occasionally Fox
may whisper a truth every now amd then.

Wait. The next news will about the Greys, Orions. Reptilians etc.
From our light spectrum we only see a minuscule of reality.The time
is coming for the greatest awakening of humanity.Pleiades star
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system. Arcturian benevolent beings.Then we find out that we are
just not children of GOD.GOD created US.WE ARE ONE. Ride that
peace train.It will save us all.

🤣 HaHa, that’s the cherry on top – “unless you surrender to Lloyd
Austin, our SecDef”. He signed his own Death Warrant, right there!
Unless of course he was on some super-secret mission to catch all
the top Deepstate brass, personally, and drag them kicking and
screaming to their own tribunals. Nah, this is just too crazy. Buh-bye,
fatso.

Trump is a douchebag. Q-anon and the cabal are 2 sides of the
same coin, just like Satan disguise as angel of light.

There is no Q-anon … they are two separate groups …. there is Q
who did the intel drop, then there are the anons that would interpret
the Q drops.

There is no such thing as Q-Anon. It is either Q or Anon. Q is high
ranking military intelligence. Anons are the awakened ones digging
for truth.

Last edited 19 hours ago by Gina

I think we are all aware of who the douchebag is and it isn’t Trump!!!

amen, Chloe…..and why can others not see this…..????…….oh, I
guess they are blinded by their wrong father of
lies……………….satan.

Last edited 16 hours ago by Carol B.

wow, where is your brain at…..???? What hole have you been living
in……how can one be so blind and dumb????

Donny is all talk and no action, the traitor. Check out today’s trends
journal with Gerald Cenlente about the government spying with
Judge Napolitano 2:40 in the video he talks about how Donny
allowed the same spying bill that allow the deep state to spy on him
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reenacted. He told Napolitano he was going to veto it. When he tried
the RINOS stopped him … he claim they twisted his arm … he had
no choice. The trumpsters call that 5D chess. Same with releasing
the JFK records … how he chance his mind about that.Talk is
extremely cheap Donny and you are all talk.

Negative away and call names trumpsters … it’s what you are best
at. It makes you feel so much better about yourselves.

What we are best at is seeing that you TDS’ers lack the ability to
recognize the criteria of a legitimate argument and you attempt to
project all of your faults on to us. You are the ones in need of an
excuse to consider yourselves relevant.

Toodles!

You trumpsters have NEVER given a legitimate argument … the best
you can do insult and make false claims … your statement totally
proves my point. I don’t need or want your consideration of my
relevancy, which has NOTHING to do with the FACT I presented,
that you of course can NOT address. So save the BS about self
projecting, it is obvious that is what you are doing.

Wrong, TDS Central. You just prove how over the target I am with
every repetitious reversal attempting to claim my observations as
your own. If you had something to say, a point can be made without
it being used as another lame attempt to smear those who value
what President Trump has done and is doing and the scope of what
must be achieved. You fools seize on anything to invalidate and then
insult those of us who are not limited in perception by self-adulating
cynicism. There are more things in heaven and Earth – Spiteroo-
then are dreamt of in your “philosophy”

Wellsir … once again you proved my point. Show me where I
claimed your observations as my own … don’t worry I know you
can’t.
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What you call a smear against Trump I call a FACT that you
trumpsters fail to address each and every time.

What you call cynicism I call skepticism.

So addressing the issue you once again ignore it and attack me,
because that’s all you got.

You didn’t bother to take the opportunity to show us your legitimate
argument … WHY?

 BECAUSE YOU DON’T HAVE ONE otherwise you would have
answered the question I posted.

So save us your BS. We already know you can’t give a legitimate
argument you just call names, that is the best you can do.

An attempt at Education of an Idiot.
 The logical fallacies that follow are actually explanations of the ways

in which all of you TROLLS – attempt to propose your lies as
legitimate. What follows is ‘a child’s garden of troll tactics”

All arguments have the same basic structure: A therefore B. They
begin with one or more premises (A), which is a fact or assumption
upon which the argument is based. They then apply a logical
principle (therefore) to arrive at a conclusion (B). An example of a
logical principle is that of equivalence. For example, if you begin with
the premises that A=B and B=C, you can apply the logical principle
of equivalence to conclude that A=C. A logical fallacy is a false or
incorrect logical principle. An argument that is based upon a logical
fallacy is therefore not valid. It is important to note that if the logic of
an argument is valid then the conclusion must also be valid, which
means that if the premises are all true then the conclusion must also
be true. Valid logic applied to one or more false premises, however,
leads to an invalid argument. Also, if an argument is not valid the
conclusion may, by chance, still be true.Top 20 Logical Fallacies (in
alphabetical order)An Introduction to Argument

 Structure of a Logical Argument: Whether we are consciously aware
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of it or not, our arguments all follow a certain basic structure. They
begin with one or more premises, which are facts that the argument
takes for granted as the starting point. Then a principle of logic is
applied in order to come to a conclusion. This structure is often
illustrated symbolically with the following example: Premise1: If A =
B, Premise2: and B = C, Logical connection: Then (apply principle of
equivalence) Conclusion: A = C

 In order for an argument to be considered valid the logical form of
the argument must work — must be valid. A valid argument is one in
which, if the premises are true, then the conclusion must be true
also. However, if one or more premise is false then a valid logical
argument may still lead to a false conclusion. A sound argument is
one in which the logic is valid and the premises are true, in which
case the conclusion must be true.

 Also it is important to note that an argument may use wrong
information, or faulty logic to reach a conclusion that happens to be
true. An invalid or unsound argument does not necessarily prove the
conclusion false. Demonstrating that an argument is not valid or not
sound, however, removes it as support for the truth of the conclusion
— it means that the conclusion is not necessarily true.

 Breaking down an argument into its components is a very useful
exercise, for it enables us to examine both our own arguments and
those of others and critically analyze them for validity. This is an
excellent way of sharpening one’s thinking, avoiding biases, and
making effective arguments.

 Examine your Premises
 As stated above, in order for an argument to be sound all of its

premises must be true. Often, different people come to different
conclusions because they are starting with different premises. So
examining all the premises of each argument is a good place to start.

 There are three types of potential problems with premises. The first,
and most obvious, is that a premise can be wrong. If one argues, for
example, that evolutionary theory is false because there are no
transitional fossils, that argument is unsound because the premise
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— no transitional fossils — is false. In fact there are copious
transitional fossils.

 Another type of premise error occurs when one or more premises is
an unwarranted assumption. The premise may or may not be true,
but it has not been established sufficiently to serve as a premise for
an argument. Identifying all the assumptions upon which an
argument is dependent is often the most critical step in analyzing an
argument. Frequently, different conclusions are arrived at because of
differing assumptions.

 Often people will choose the assumptions that best fit the conclusion
they prefer. In fact, psychological experiments show that most
people start with conclusions they desire, then reverse engineer
arguments to support them — a process called rationalization.

 One way to resolve the problem of using assumptions as premises is
to carefully identify and disclose those assumptions up front. Such
arguments are often called “hypothetical,’� or prefaced with the
statement “Let’s assume for the sake of argument.’� Also, if two
people examine their arguments and realize they are using different
assumptions as premises, then at least they can “agree to
disagree.’� They will realize that their disagreement cannot be
resolved until more information is available to clarify which
assumptions are more likely to be correct.

 The third type of premise difficulty is the most insidious: the hidden
premise. It is sometimes listed as a logical fallacy — the unstated
major premise, but it is more accurate to consider it here. Obviously,
if a disagreement is based upon a hidden premise, then the
disagreement will be irresolvable. So when coming to an impasse in
resolving differences, it is a good idea to go back and see if there are
any implied premises that have not been addressed.

 Let’s go back to the transitional fossil example again. Why is it that
scientists believe we have many transitional fossils and evolution
deniers (creationists or intelligent design proponents) believe that we
do not? This would seem to be a straightforward factual claim easily
resolvable by checking the evidence. Sometimes evolution deniers
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are simply ignorant of the evidence or are being intellectually
dishonest. However, the more sophisticated are fully aware of the
fossil evidence and use a hidden premise to deny the existence of
transitional fossils.

 When a paleontologist speaks of “transitional’� fossils, they are
referring to species that occupy a space morphologically between
two known species. This may be a common ancestor, in which case
the transitional fossil will be more ancient than both descendant
species; or it can be temporally between two species, the
descendant of one and the ancestor of the other. But in reality we
often do not know if the transitional species is an actual ancestor or
just closely related to the true ancestor. Because evolution is a
bushy process, and not linear, most of the specimens we find will lie
on an evolutionary side branch (an uncle rather than a parent). But if
they fill a morphological gap in known species, they provide
evidence of an evolutionary connection, and therefore qualify as
transitional. For example, archaeopteryx may not be on the direct
path to modern birds, but clearly they occupy a space that is
transitional between therapod dinosaurs and modern birds and one
of their close relatives is a direct ancestor to modern birds.

 When evolution deniers say there are no transitional fossils their
unstated major premise is that they are employing a different
definition of transitional than is generally accepted in the scientific
community. They typically define transitional as some impossible
monster with half-formed and useless structures. Or, they may define
transitional as only those fossils for which there is independent proof
of being a true ancestor, rather than simply closely related to a direct
ancestor — an impossible standard.

 Another hidden premise in their argument is the notion of how many
transitional fossils there should be in the fossil record. They, of
course, can always assume an arbitrarily high number to claim that
there isn’t enough.

 Introduction to Logical Fallacies
 Even when all of the premises of an argument are reliably true, the
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argument may still be invalid if the logic employed is not legitimate —
a so-called logical fallacy. The human brain is a marvelous machine
with capabilities that, in some ways, still outperform the most
powerful of super computers. Our brains, however, do not appear to
have evolved specifically for precise logic. There are many common
logical pitfalls that our minds tend to fall into, unless we are
consciously aware of these pitfalls and make efforts to avoid them.
Humans also tend to use logical short-cuts, called heuristics. These
are thought processes that are not strictly valid in their logic, but are
true most of the time and therefore are a useful rule-of-thumb as to
what is likely to be true. But they get us into trouble when they
substitute for valid logic.

 Also because, as stated above, there is a tendency to start with
desired conclusions and then construct arguments to support them,
many people will happily draw upon logical fallacies to make their
arguments. In fact, if a conclusion is not true one must either employ
a false premise or a logical fallacy in order to construct an argument
that leads to that conclusion. Remember, a sound argument (one
with true premises and valid logic) cannot lead to a false conclusion.
So in order to avoid using logical fallacies to construct invalid
arguments, we need to understand how to identify fallacious logic.

 Below is a list of the most common logical fallacies, with examples of
each.

 Ad hominem
 An ad hominem argument is any that attempts to counter another’s

claims or conclusions by attacking the person, rather than
addressing the argument itself. True believers will often commit this
fallacy by countering the arguments of skeptics by stating that
skeptics are closed minded. Skeptics, on the other hand, may fall
into the trap of dismissing the claims of UFO believers, for example,
by stating that people who believe in UFO’s are crazy or stupid. A
common form of this fallacy is also frequently present in the
arguments of conspiracy theorists (who also rely heavily on ad-hoc
reasoning). For example, they may argue that the government must
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be lying because they are corrupt.
It should be noted that simply calling someone a name or otherwise
making an ad hominem attack is not in itself a logical fallacy. It is
only a fallacy to claim that an argument is wrong because of a
negative attribute of someone making the argument. (i.e. “John is a
jerk.’� is not a fallacy. “John is wrong because he is a jerk.’� is a
logical fallacy.)

 The term “poisoning the well’� also refers to a form of ad hominem
fallacy. This is an attempt to discredit the argument of another by
implying that they possess an unsavory trait, or that they are
affiliated with other beliefs or people that are wrong or unpopular. A
common form of this also has its own name — Godwin’s Law or the
reductio ad Hitlerum. This refers to an attempt at poisoning the well
by drawing an analogy between another’s position and Hitler or the
Nazis.

 Ad ignorantiam
 The argument from ignorance basically states that a specific belief is

true because we don’t know that it isn’t true. Defenders of
extrasensory perception, for example, will often overemphasize how
much we do not know about the human brain. It is therefore
possible, they argue, that the brain may be capable of transmitting
signals at a distance. UFO proponents are probably the most
frequent violators of this fallacy. Almost all UFO eyewitness evidence
is ultimately an argument from ignorance — lights or objects sighted
in the sky are unknown, and therefore they are alien spacecraft.

 Intelligent design is almost entirely based upon this fallacy. The core
argument for intelligent design is that there are biological structures
that have not been fully explained by evolution, therefore a powerful
intelligent designer must have created them.

 In order to make a positive claim, however, positive evidence for the
specific claim must be presented. The absence of another
explanation only means that we do not know — it doesn’t mean we
get to make up a specific explanation.

 Argument from authority
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The basic structure of such arguments is as follows: Professor X
believes A, Professor X speaks from authority, therefore A is true.
Often this argument is implied by emphasizing the many years of
experience, or the formal degrees held by the individual making a
specific claim. The converse of this argument is sometimes used,
that someone does not possess authority, and therefore their claims
must be false. (This may also be considered an ad-hominen logical
fallacy — see above.) In practice this can be a complex logical
fallacy to deal with. It is legitimate to consider the training and
experience of an individual when examining their assessment of a
particular claim. Also, a consensus of scientific opinion does carry
some legitimate authority. But it is still possible for highly educated
individuals, and a broad consensus to be wrong — speaking from
authority does not make a claim true.

 This logical fallacy crops up in more subtle ways also. For example,
UFO proponents have argued that UFO sightings by airline pilots
should be given special weight because pilots are trained observers,
are reliable characters, and are trained not to panic in emergencies.
In essence, they are arguing that we should trust the pilot’s authority
as an eye witness.

 There are many subtypes of the argument from authority, essentially
referring to the implied source of authority. A common example is the
argument ad populum — a belief must be true because it is popular,
essentially assuming the authority of the masses. Another example
is the argument from antiquity — a belief has been around for a long
time and therefore must be true.

 Argument from final Consequences
 Such arguments (also called teleological) are based on a reversal of

cause and effect, because they argue that something is caused by
the ultimate effect that it has, or purpose that is serves. Christian
creationists have argued, for example, that evolution must be wrong
because if it were true it would lead to immorality. One type of
teleological argument is the argument from design. For example, the
universe has all the properties necessary to support life, therefore it
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was designed specifically to support life (and therefore had a
designer).

 Argument from Personal Incredulity
 I cannot explain or understand this, therefore it cannot be true.

Creationists are fond of arguing that they cannot imagine the
complexity of life resulting from blind evolution, but that does not
mean life did not evolve.

 Begging the Question
 The term “begging the question’� is often misused to mean “raises

the question,’� (and common use will likely change, or at least add
this new, definition). However, the intended meaning is to assume a
conclusion in one’s question. This is similar to circular reasoning,
and an argument is trying to slip in a conclusion in a premise or
question — but it is not the same as circular reasoning because the
question being begged can be a separate point. Whereas with
circular reasoning the premise and conclusion are the same. The
classic example of begging the question is to ask someone if they
have stopped beating their wife yet. Of course, the question
assumes that they currently/have beat their wife.

 In Dr. Steven Novella’s appearance on the Dr. Oz show he was
asked — what are alternative medicine skeptics (termed
“holdouts’�) afraid of? This is a double feature of begging the
question. By using the term “holdout’� the question assumes that
acceptance is already become the majority position and is inevitable.
But also, Oz begged the question that skeptics are “afraid.’� This
also created a straw man (see below) of our position, which is rather
based on a dedication to reasonable standards of science and
evidence.

 Confusing association with causation
 This is similar to the post-hoc fallacy in that it assumes cause and

effect for two variables simply because they occur together. This
fallacy is often used to give a statistical correlation a causal
interpretation. For example, during the 1990’s both religious
attendance and illegal drug use were on the rise. It would be a

https://www.sciencebasedmedicine.org/index.php/watch-steve-novella-on-the-dr-oz-show-on-tuesday/
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fallacy to conclude that therefore, religious attendance causes illegal
drug use. It is also possible that drug use leads to an increase in
religious attendance, or that both drug use and religious attendance
are increased by a third variable, such as an increase in societal
unrest. It is also possible that both variables are independent of one
another, and it is mere coincidence that they are both increasing at
the same time.

 This fallacy, however, has a tendency to be abused, or applied
inappropriately, to deny all statistical evidence. In fact this constitutes
a logical fallacy in itself, the denial of causation. This abuse takes
two basic forms. The first is to deny the significance of correlations
that are demonstrated with prospective controlled data, such as
would be acquired during a clinical experiment. The problem with
assuming cause and effect from mere correlation is not that a causal
relationship is impossible, it’s just that there are other variables that
must be considered and not ruled out a-priori. A controlled trial,
however, by its design attempts to control for as many variables as
possible in order to maximize the probability that a positive
correlation is in fact due to a causation.

 Further, even with purely epidemiological, or statistical, evidence it is
still possible to build a strong scientific case for a specific cause. The
way to do this is to look at multiple independent correlations to see if
they all point to the same causal relationship. For example, it was
observed that cigarette smoking correlates with getting lung cancer.
The tobacco industry, invoking the “correlation is not causation’�
logical fallacy, argued that this did not prove causation. They offered
as an alternate explanation “factor x’�, a third variable that causes
both smoking and lung cancer. But we can make predictions based
upon the smoking causes cancer hypothesis. If this is the correct
causal relationship, then duration of smoking should correlate with
cancer risk, quitting smoking should decrease cancer risk, smoking
unfiltered cigarettes should have a higher cancer risk than filtered
cigarettes, etc. If all of these correlations turn out to be true, which
they are, then we can triangulate to the smoking causes cancer
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hypothesis as the most likely possible causal relationship and it is
not a logical fallacy to conclude from this evidence that smoking
probably causes lung cancer.

 Confusing currently unexplained with unexplainable
 Because we do not currently have an adequate explanation for a

phenomenon does not mean that it is forever unexplainable, or that it
therefore defies the laws of nature or requires a paranormal
explanation. An example of this is the “God of the Gaps’�, a
strategy of creationists that whatever we cannot currently explain is
unexplainable and was therefore an act of god.

 False Analogy
 Analogies are very useful as they allow us to draw lessons from the

familiar and apply them to the unfamiliar. Life is like a box of
chocolate — you never know what you’re going to get. A false
analogy is an argument based upon an assumed similarity between
two things, people, or situations when in fact the two things being
compared are not similar in the manner invoked. Saying that the
probability of a complex organism evolving by chance is the same as
a tornado ripping through a junkyard and created a 747 by chance is
a false analogy. Evolution, in fact, does not work by chance but is the
non-random accumulation of favorable changes.

 Creationists also make the analogy between life and your home,
invoking the notion of thermodynamics or entropy. Over time your
home will become messy, and things will start to break down. The
house does not spontaneously become more clean or in better
repair.

 The false analogy here is that a home is an inanimate collection of
objects. Whereas life uses energy to grow and reproduce — the
addition of energy to the system of life allows for the local reduction
in entropy — for evolution to happen.

 Another way in which false analogies are invoked is to make an
analogy between two things that are in fact analogous in many ways
— just not the specific way being invoked in the argument. Just
because two things are analogous in some ways does not mean
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they are analogous in every way.
False Continuum

 The idea that because there is no definitive demarcation line
between two extremes, that the distinction between the extremes is
not real or meaningful: There is a fuzzy line between cults and
religion, therefore they are really the same thing.

 False Dichotomy
 Arbitrarily reducing a set of many possibilities to only two. For

example, evolution is not possible, therefore we must have been
created (assumes these are the only two possibilities). This fallacy
can also be used to oversimplify a continuum of variation to two
black and white choices. For example, science and pseudoscience
are not two discrete entities, but rather the methods and claims of all
those who attempt to explain reality fall along a continuum from one
extreme to the other.

 Genetic Fallacy
 The term “genetic’� here does not refer to DNA and genes, but to

history (and therefore a connection through the concept of
inheritance). This fallacy assumes that something’s current utility is
dictated by and constrained by its historical utility. This is easiest to
demonstrate with words — a words current use may be entirely
unrelated to its etymological origins. For example, if I use the term
“sunset’� or “sunrise’� I am not implying belief in a geocentric
cosmology in which the sun revolves about the Earth and literally
“rises’� and “sets.’�

 Inconsistency
 Applying criteria or rules to one belief, claim, argument, or position

but not to others. For example, some consumer advocates argue
that we need stronger regulation of prescription drugs to ensure their
safety and effectiveness, but at the same time argue that medicinal
herbs should be sold with no regulation for either safety or
effectiveness.

 No True Scotsman
 This fallacy is a form of circular reasoning, in that it attempts to
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include a conclusion about something in the very definition of the
word itself. It is therefore also a semantic argument. The term comes
from the example: If Ian claims that all Scotsman are brave, and you
provide a counter example of a Scotsman who is clearly a coward,
Ian might respond, “Well, then, he’s no true Scotsman.’� In
essence Ian claims that all Scotsman are brave by including bravery
in the definition of what it is to be a Scotsman. This argument does
not establish and facts or new information, and is limited to Ian’s
definition of the word, “Scotsman.’�

 Non-Sequitur
 In Latin this term translates to “doesn’t follow’�. This refers to an

argument in which the conclusion does not necessarily follow from
the premises. In other words, a logical connection is implied where
none exists.

 Post-hoc ergo propter hoc
 This fallacy follows the basic format of: A preceded B, therefore A

caused B, and therefore assumes cause and effect for two events
just because they are temporally related (the latin translates to “after
this, therefore because of this’�).

 Reductio ad absurdum
 In formal logic, the reductio ad absurdum is a legitimate argument. It

follows the form that if the premises are assumed to be true it
necessarily leads to an absurd (false) conclusion and therefore one
or more premises must be false. The term is now often used to refer
to the abuse of this style of argument, by stretching the logic in order
to force an absurd conclusion. For example a UFO enthusiast once
argued that if I am skeptical about the existence of alien visitors, I
must also be skeptical of the existence of the Great Wall of China,
since I have not personally seen either. This is a false reductio ad
absurdum because he is ignoring evidence other than personal
eyewitness evidence, and also logical inference. In short, being
skeptical of UFO’s does not require rejecting the existence of the
Great Wall.

 Slippery Slope
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This logical fallacy is the argument that a position is not consistent or
tenable because accepting the position means that the extreme of
the position must also be accepted. But moderate positions do not
necessarily lead down the slippery slope to the extreme.

 Special pleading, or ad-hoc reasoning
 This is a subtle fallacy which is often difficult to recognize. In

essence, it is the arbitrary introduction of new elements into an
argument in order to fix them so that they appear valid. A good
example of this is the ad-hoc dismissal of negative test results. For
example, one might point out that ESP has never been
demonstrated under adequate test conditions, therefore ESP is not a
genuine phenomenon. Defenders of ESP have attempted to counter
this argument by introducing the arbitrary premise that ESP does not
work in the presence of skeptics. This fallacy is often taken to
ridiculous extremes, and more and more bizarre ad hoc elements
are added to explain experimental failures or logical inconsistencies.

 Straw Man
 A straw man argument attempts to counter a position by attacking a

different position — usually one that is easier to counter. The arguer
invents a caricature of his opponent’s position — a “straw man’� —
that is easily refuted, but not the position that his opponent actually
holds. For example, defenders of alternative medicine often argue
that skeptics refuse to accept their claims because they conflict with
their world-view. If “Western’� science cannot explain how a
treatment works, then it is dismissed out-of-hand. If you read
skeptical treatment of so-called “alternative’� modalities, however,
you will find the skeptical position much more nuanced than that.

 Claims are not a-prior dismissed because they are not currently
explained by science. Rather, in some cases (like homeopathy) there
is a vast body of scientific knowledge that says that homeopathy is
not possible. Having an unknown mechanism is not the same thing
as demonstrably impossible (at least as best as modern science can
tell). Further, skeptical treatments of homeopathy often thoroughly
review the clinical evidence. Even when the question of mechanism

https://sciencebasedlife.wordpress.com/2010/09/13/i-am-the-homeopathy-vandal/
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is put aside, the evidence shows that homeopathic remedies are
indistinguishable from placebo — which means they do not work.

 Tautology
 Tautology in formal logic refers to a statement that must be true in

every interpretation by its very construction. In rhetorical logic, it is
an argument that utilizes circular reasoning, which means that the
conclusion is also its own premise. Typically the premise is simply
restated in the conclusion, without adding additional information or
clarification. The structure of such arguments is A=B therefore A=B,
although the premise and conclusion might be formulated differently
so it is not immediately apparent as such. For example, saying that
therapeutic touch works because it manipulates the life force is a
tautology because the definition of therapeutic touch is the alleged
manipulation (without touching) of the life force.

 The Fallacy Fallacy
 As mentioned near the beginning of this article, just because

someone invokes an unsound argument for a conclusion, that does
not necessarily mean the conclusion is false. A conclusion may
happen to be true even if an argument used to support is is not
sound. I may argue, for example, Obama is a Democrat because the
sky is blue — an obvious non-sequitur. But the conclusion, Obama is
a Democrat, is still true. Related to this, and common in the
comments sections of blogs, is the position that because some
random person on the internet is unable to defend a position well,
that the position is therefore false. All that has really been
demonstrated is that the one person in question cannot adequately
defend their position.

 This is especially relevant when the question is highly scientific,
technical, or requires specialized knowledge. A non-expert likely
does not have the knowledge at their fingertips to counter an
elaborate, but unscientific, argument against an accepted science. “If
you (a lay person) cannot explain to me,’� the argument frequently
goes, “exactly how this science works, then it is false.’�

 Rather, such questions are better handled by actual experts. And, in
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fact, intellectual honesty requires that at least an attempt should be
made to find the best evidence and arguments for a position,
articulated by those with recognized expertise, and then account for
those arguments before a claim is dismissed.

 The Moving Goalpost
 A method of denial arbitrarily moving the criteria for “proof’� or

acceptance out of range of whatever evidence currently exists. If
new evidence comes to light meeting the prior criteria, the goalpost
is pushed back further — keeping it out of range of the new
evidence. Sometimes impossible criteria are set up at the start —
moving the goalpost impossibly out of range -for the purpose of
denying an undesirable conclusion.

 Tu quoque
 Literally, you too. This is an attempt to justify wrong action because

someone else also does it. “My evidence may be invalid, but so is
yours.’�

Oh an one other thing … here is your chance to let us recognize the
criteria of a legitimate argument … tell us all why Donny didn’t veto
the reactivation of the spying bill when he said he would. The same
bill that allowed the deep state to spy on him. Explain why he didn’t
release the JFK files as he claimed he would, then decided not to.

Oh and don’t worry … I won’t hold my breath waiting for that criteria
of a legitimate argument because I know you got NOTHING but
insults and the negative button.

trump has point blank said , ” THE MASSES CANNOT HANDLE
THE JFK TRUTH”. Same reason he decided to murder us with a
vaccine. The s tupid goyim, us, arent ready to hear the truth that
vaccines are depopulation tools. Instead we will just murder them.
For reference google trump and judge andrew napolitano jfk files.

How would he know? More proof that Donny is all talk and no action.
 Remember when the military ask Donny to activate the EBS?

Remember what he said … that if they did the patriots would riot?
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Why the hell would they do that?

The trumpsters look the other way when it come to questionable acts
Donny does as part of their blind devotion.

Wrong, we look at what he does in a larger context that includes the
recognition that the DS is at war with 45 and the deep state use
every resource – like yupster TDS-ers like yourself- to FRAME his
every choice in the worst possible light.

 We look at the whole balance sheet which evidently more people are
doing ALL the time.

Oh yes, let me explain… “Donny” is receiving different “intelligence”
than what informs your second-guessing, always looking to find fault
due to TDS brain. Sometimes you can learn more about your enemy
by NOT interfering with them when they think they are destroying
you.

Julio flushing the baby out with the dirty bath water leaves you with
nothing. An empty purse? Very unattractive. Suggest some logical
strategies please. Trump being treated like as you say douchebag is
all you got.

 Search your heart, Jesus is the answer!

I don’t think that Jesus is “their” “answer”, Kristin. They are dyed in
the wool liars… “of their father, the devil, and the lusts of their father
they will do. When they speaketh of a lie, they speaketh of their own,
for there is no truth in them”

Or if we all get very lucky, he will flush YOU through it, vain, envious
little loser.

I would rather be hung. The gun shot and guillotine would be more
proper as it is more painful..Barry made the slicer for us and the
camps for those who would not comply.So to be hung by the throat is
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an easy way out. Get ready for those guillotines.These psychopaths
are getting it off easy. My vomiting has been going on for too long
and waiting for it to STOP.

I’ve wondered about the guillotine myself. The brain is supposed to
live on for a minute or more, without oxygen. I’d expect that this last
bit of consciousness might not be pleasant.

 As far as a shot to the head, I think the brain would be hard pressed
to function at all when splattered…

BREAKING: Rep. Matt Gaetz says he was worried about being
poisoned yesterday and refused to eat at the Capitol.

@GeneralMCNews

No one is safe when the government is engaged in the mass murder
of Americans.

If the Deep State wins the 2024 election you can bet they’ll get rid of
the illegal aliens pronto.

They just need their votes in 2024.

Last edited 20 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

Actually they will continue to do all they can to get rid of you and I.
They want people with no knowledge of the responsibility of being
born American and possibly less education about history or
education, period… to do with as they wish. Those people are
regarded by the DS as the replacement, “Americans”

I think he’d be wise to find a way around eating ANY of the food
there. Trump regularly had food retrieved for him and his crew from
local restaurants (on the fly), when out in unfamiliar areas…

Don’t you get it Jimbo?

The Cabal can slow poison anyone, anytime and anywhere.

No one is untouchable until Trump cleans out the swamp in 2025.
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I get you, but I’m pretty sure that Trump has food tasters with him
everywhere. He got sick at least a couple of times that we know of.

 This illustrates one of the reasons that Trump IS the man, because
no-one else has enough long term wealth to have a decades-old,
loyal, competent, personal protective force to watch out for him.
Even the beloved Ron Paul would have folded in short order,
because he (like the others) would have had to rely on the secret
service… NOT a safe bet.

Thank you for making the point so few seem to understand. the ds
has easily eliminated every challenge because they kill off the
competition. that is why we get some promising candidates
sometimes… ie… people of evident integrity and accomplishment
but they never make it to the finish line.

 President Donald J Trump is a leader, a long time in the making and
he has the backing of the true American military and the love of the
people who know what he is up against.

 For that matter, God Bless Matt Gaetz!!!!!!!!!
 He put it all on the line to oust that worthless traitorous lying empty

suit, McCarthy.

LMAO in 2025, SO when drump said he was gonna drain the swamp
in 2016 he actually meant he was gonna drain the swamp in 2025?
take more boosters please.

Still that question mister Baxer….. why are you the only source who
spreads this news? Not because RRN “is the best” like you told
earlier (that’s a bit of a childish answer don’t you think?). I’m still
waiting for a “real” answer.

actually he only brings… nothing. I couldn’t care less what he says
because this is a soulless entity, whatever it is.

The dragon troll pipes up.

I’m out of here. This is childish.
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From now on I’ll just read Michael’s information and then I’m out.

Rumble, Telegraph, Truth Social and X (Twitter) …. All have to be
better than this sh*t board with 90% trolls.

If not maybe at least their trolls aren’t drunk.

But remember everyone, while we waste time talking to trolls we’re
not doing any harm to the Deep State And we’re not learning
anything new.

Good luck, see you on the other side.
 The best is yet to come.

WWG1 WGA

Last edited 20 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

Try to not-engage the handful of chair-force govt shills (once you
learn who they are), but offer up your views when you’ve got
something good. The cripples get dog biscuits when they can shut
down our enthusiasm.

Amen, Kay, lots of silly and stupid talk goes on here and just hurts
the good folks, I think someone needs to delete the poopy answers,
more childish and stupid than any group of any very young spoiled
boys anywhere…….ever

That is rather hoity-toity. In case you hadn’t noticed, this is WW3 and
if you help with kicking troll ass, that counts for something.

WHY ARE YOU EVEN ON THIS SITE, IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE
IT??? CHECK IT FOR YOURSELF AND LEAVE THE REST OF US
ALONE, ASS HOLE.

Such vitriol!

He asked a valid question. The RRN religious, however, won’t
tolerate valid questions.
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Oh, you actually imagine anyone here thinks you have a point? other
than perhaps the top of your head… we don’t know… we try not to
imagine

Questions along with rational and logical thought need not apply …

Oh it’s been 20k days and no public arrests….that’s perfectly
standard

 If you question the plan on any manner you’re a troll according to the
q retards

That’s right so get lost!!!
 If you cannot do your calculations with the truth of the situation,

(obvious to anyone not a TDS troll) then you claim criteria you
cannot demonstrate personally. What a fantasy that you cretins are
paragons of “ratiional and logical thought” You are part of the
entrenched enemy, the least important part, to be sure.. but you do
your scurrilous part to prevent renewal of a world in which Truth and
Integrity can prevail.

You aren’t just now finding that out. They can’t give a reasonable
argument … the best they can do is hit the negative button and call
names … and in doing so they feel so much better about
themselves.

You are not worth “a reaonable” argument. You are like
mosquitoes… malignant pests – and worthless which sadly it seems
you must be told repeatedly…

You have that back-ass-wards, as usual. RRN is not a religion, it is a
news, possibly satire, site… take your choice. You buttheads are all
just trying to get MB sued by playing your little head games. Believe
what you want is what we all work with. If you have any discernment,
you might have a clue, but as we know, the trolls are L-O-S-T…….

90% trolls on this board Lenora.
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While we feed them with attention we aren’t doing any harm to the
deep sdate nor are we learning anything.

That’s the purpose of trolls.

I will continue to come to this site to read Michael’s Excellent, latest
reports but Not wasting any more time posting.

Very good point, the trolls are there just to stumble block everyone
and keep on being silly and more than stupid……….if I were
Michael, I would block them, they cheapen this site.

They are here so that people new to this site will become dis-
oriented, and will buy their lies that these stories are intended to
deceive us when that is their agenda. They require PUSH BACK so
please feel free to do it when it suits you or ignore them if that works
for you. Michael runs this site according to his own priorities and
these little stinkers have a lot of George Soros money to throw his
way. MB has medical expenses and a lot of challenges that money
helps greatly to defeat.

They are here because they can’t do any meaningful field work for
their three-letter bosses anymore, so they are tasked with flattening
their asses trying to sow discord… but they aren’t working very well
here. Just don’t engage them. Responses & up/down votes make
the bosses happy.

 It’s a sad existence, but I imagine it beats getting the double-tap
‘retirement’…

Last edited 20 hours ago by Jimbeau

You can wait to find out till 2025 on inauguration day along with all
the rest of us.

In the meantime just thank your lucky stars Michael is giving us this
information.

Take it or leave it.
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Lol MB has already been wrong about multiple things and he just
changes the story to pretend he wasn’t wrong. He’ll do it again in
2024 if Trump loses again. He’ll say White Hats did it on purpose
because they need more time with the fake Biden regime in power to
wake more people up or whatever.

Hey, I recently heard but not confirmed that there are six states that
did not put President Trump on their ballots. Has anyone hear about
this? Info came from Rumble…

well, considering the ballots haven’t been created, i’d say you should
watch even more rumble! lmao

Since no one can confirm or verify MB reports I will leave it. The
trumpsters are well know for following blindly without question.

Actually that is YOUR contingent aka as the Trump Derangement
Syndrome loser squad following Say tanists and Not-sees without
question. Projection projection projection etc

Thank you Kay. You do have the appreciation and support of others
of us here who know that defeating the enemy is not as “simple” as
taking the presidency back (when for example, Obama left an 80,000
or was it 8,000? no time to look it up right now… army of stay-behind
bureaucrats who could not be fired – and who were tasked with one
job… to slow walk or defeat every measure that 45 attempted to
implement.)

 All hands on Deck for President Donald J. Trump.

He doesn’t OWE you an answer – “REAL” or otherwise. If you don’t
like the heat, stay out of the kitchen.

Fema may been spooked. There is always 10-11. White hats finish
the demonic goons off!! We have lost enough of awesome military.

 Take out the Supreme Court. Only a few are constitutional. The
others are supporting America incorporated.

 White hats finish the demonic goons off before the end of this week.
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Or…

they tracked those who turned their devices off.

or…

it was just a test.

Beware of confirmation bias!

The EBS, I turned everything off. Power grid, computer, cell phone,
disconnected cable from Satellite disk, got rid all that negative
energy.

I had turned my Apple phone OFF and I still got the alert from the
EBS. I’m in Virginia.

I suspect that shielding from the ultra-high 5G is harder than we
thought. These frequencies can get through a pinhole…

Apple phones always operate even when turned off. This is
undisputed in the tech industry.

Maybe with the 5G phone, you have to pull the SIM card out of your
phone. I made sure my phone was in a homemade farage cage and
placed it inside a safe. Also brought the battery level down 4 percent
before turning it off.

Last edited 17 hours ago by CD22

Getting rid of dirty energy is always a good thing. Those of us who
shut it all down just might be a little cleaner for a minute. No regrets.
I never regret caution.

Turn off most of the power grid in the house. That doesn’t need to be
on. Refrigerator only, but the AC unit has a circuit breaker outside.
Refrigerator would be the only appliance on. And everything else
turned off.
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I going try it for 2 weeks before my electric bill arrives to see the
outcome of reduce consumption of electric use normally & better
sleep.

Forewarned ought to make the wise become forearmed. Michael
only put one warning out about it. Other true patriots here joined in
with good advice. There are many here,ex military hero’s,good
christian souls,good folks.This site is grassroots by the way.The
trolls,that is to be expected,Their bait is to say something that will get
your goat and make you respond.”I’ll show that SOB!”No you won’t
you fell for their trap.They love down votes, just let them fester and
rot.Many benefits to having a Faraday bag,the phone can’t send

 or receive a signal. Anything with the name FEMA on it is not a good
thing in any way shape or form.

I did also. Just found out my neighbors phones all pinged.
 Mine didn’t.

So fema did send out the eas in my area. Hope the white hats were
able to track fema’s single.

Fingers crossed they found the FEMA stronghold
 with all the pings going off all over the USA .

President Trump got 80% of his bogus case dropped due to the
statute of limitations thank God that is still in effect.

Lol no he didn’t, also you’ll need to be more specific because there
are currently like 6 separate cases against him

Yes he did. Letitia James made to look like an amateur. Get clued up
Biggs. Baseless denials is not an answer.

Letitia James is a traitor, a mean nut, and is uglier & dummer than a
stick! Someone needs to nab her 🙏❤

Gosh-darn, was hoping for EBS mayhem, SHTF senerio.
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Was wearing kevlar vest and bandolero currently disenchanted, was
ready to shoot-em-up, making Yosemite Sam proud.

My wife somewhat compassionate, she doesn’t see me in hum-glum
mood often.

Wife said: “eat this, you’ll feel better”, I said: “eat what”? She said:
“stop thinking perverted, I made you garlic bread and pasta the way
you like it, that should cheer you up”.

Responded: “Pasta today”? She said: “yeah it’s Wednesday – Prince
spaghetti day”.

Bread spot on, reiterating: “somewhat compassionate”, using
smoked Hungarian paprika, and finished with black truffle oil.

I also wanted this to happen today. Very very disappointed. Well,we
have 10-11. Maybe then. Fema might have gotten spooked.

 Was hoping so bad fema would launch and the white hats could zero
in on there location. We have had enough of our outstanding
awesome military die fighting these demonic goons.

 Come on white hats let’s finish up before this Friday.
 McCarthy is out Trump is in.

 Biden’s are gone and almost 100% of Congress. Then Trump will be
president again. He already is but this will be just part of the show.

 Eliminate the Supreme Court. Majority are not working under the
constitution. They are working for America incorporated. Oust them
all out.

 Go get them white hats.

It’ll happen when we and our enemies don’t expect it.

Trump said he doesn’t announce his war plans to the enemy.

The element of surprise against an enemy is a big deal isn’t it?

Everyone expected it to happen today so maybe that’s why it didn’t?

Sit quietly in your foxhole. We’re all waiting.
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What if the 5G caused nano from the vaccines to come alive? Might
take a while for stuff to happen inside the body. Who knows what all
they put in those vaccines. People could come down with all kinds of
stuff several days later. I’m just saying……

Still, Tedros is still there? How come he is not in the GITMO yet?
 He is bad not less than Fauci.

 He had to be one of the first tenants in the GITMO>

You sound like a child in the back seat nagging and whinning: “Are
we there yet??”

Irritating as hell.

Last edited 21 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

Oh noes…a q tard js upset

Take a trump booster

I hear they are beautiful

Everyone is in a different stage of awakening and understanding.
We’re here to help the newbies. Where we go one we go all.

newbies dont come to fringe internet forums which they consider
conspiracy. you want help the newbies tell your cult leader ot stop
murdering them with vaccines and tell the truth about anything for
once.

I could be wrong here, but JAG is only authorized to (or legally
capable of) nabbing bad actors here in the States…

Well sir I got my TV on tuned to MeTV nothing … no EBS so far, and
it is 15:40 EDT as I type. All channels should carry it.

Seem like anyone giving information or an honest opinion are
annoying to you, and of course your opinion couldn’t possibly be
annoying to anyone because your an adult. You can’t come up with a
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reasonable argument about any question that has been asked, here
the best you can do is berate, call names and hit the negative key
like the adult hypocrite you are.

Negative away trumpster, it’s the best you can do … you are
completely incapable of a reasonable debate … insult and hit the
negative button … you’ll feel so much better about yourself having
done so.

And don’t tell me to shut up … you AIN’T the boss of me!

I’m burned out on trolls so I’m taking it out on trolls.

One clue about trolls are the high numbers of red negative points
they accrue.

The other clue is the pure crap that say.

yeah right … you trumpster are really good at judging “trolls'” … you
don’t bother reading the comment to decide you just go by the
negative points … good call.

q retards speaking about trolls. absolutely classic. your cult leader
tried to murder the entire planets population with ” his beautiful
vaccine.”

What have we learned here post-EBS? We learned that all the hype,
the dire predictions, he warnings, the threats, were just SO MUCH
BULLSHIT. The alt news sources and gurus and prophets you
trusted screwed you over. It was all lies. Now, are we finally
understanding that these people are professional liars who profit
from your willingness to accept whatever they say at face value,
without proof, and in defiance of your own experiences and senses.

I’m guessing not.

Without knowing what really happened. Did the system test fail? Was
it a hoax to begin with? Was it transmitted in secret? Did the Deep
State lie to everyone about the test? We just don’t know all the
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details and until then shouldn’t we refrain from blasting people for
being cautious?

AI, “Harrison_Bergeron” pursues the disinfo mission by completely
misstating the situation. It’s a tell and shouldn’t be missed.

In fact what we are learning, is that the broad dissemination of
information about this EAS test and whatever the White Hats are
doing, forced a postponement. If you believe it was actually weather
related someone has a bridge to sell you.

We are in an interactive process that remains dynamic and fluid. I for
one am encouraged. FEMA can make up any story they want, but
their plans got interrupted and that is entirely good news.

You have an amazing capacity for self-delusion. Even when
presented with evidence that your beliefs are incorrect, you make up
some rationalization about how it actually confirms your beliefs.

Incredible.

Oh please.. Don’t use “we” when in fact you should be using “I”.

I never agreed to any inclusion of your opinion.

When a person is making a singular reference to a topic, the use of a
collective pronoun such as “we” is incorrect. This is not an opinion,
but a basic tenet in English language.

Stay in your lane Mr Clueless.

That’s because you (think) tou know it all.

But you’re a fake.

“Guillaume DesChamp” is an AI. That’s why the post appeared in
relation to a comment I made about another AI
name,“Harrison_Bergeron”. I make this point repeatedly so that we
grasp the essential meaning behind their posts.
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The direction of these AI generated responses is actually a look into
the evolving strategy within the Deep State apparatus. This becomes
obvious when we examine the basics of what just happened.

There are two central facts regarding EBS event. First considerable
push back occurred in the form of people discussing it as a psy op.
Secondly FEMA cancelled it at the last moment.

Nothing in this picture “debunks” the idea that FEMA was up to no
good and decided at the last minute to switch out strategies. Rather
that appears to be the most sensible hypothesis.

What we see in the AI generated responses is the line of command
direction that has been passed to the AI. So now the emphasis is on
trying to neutralize awareness about this FEMA test by declaring the
delay somehow legitimizes the process. Apart from the fact that this
is a silly and unsupported conclusion one has to ask, why are they
so intent on trying to deflect away from the obvious? The test was
cancelled at the last moment for bogus reasons. In a way it’s a back
handed confirmation that the EBS event was in fact a Deep State
operation that ran into snags.

“”Guillaume DesChamp” is an AI. That’s why the post appeared in
relation to a comment I made about another AI name,
“Harrison_Bergeron”.”

That makes absolutely no sense. Responding to a post doesn’t
indicate that I’m an AI.

Just because I make fun of you guys doesn’t make me an AI, or part
of the Deep State. Get a grip.

Wrong. We learned that the White Hats obviously swooped in at the
last minute and activated the White Hat EBS just moments before
the Black Hats activated their Black Hat EBS, and the White Hats
emitted a saline-only EBS that cancelled out the nefarious 5G
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wavelengths of the Black Hat EBS. This is the only possible
explanation for all of the truther blogs and prophets and crap to be
wrong.

Thank you White Hats. You always know exactly what to do at the
last minute to save us all from these invisible but definitely totally real
existential threats 

Lol maybe someday you’ll figure out that what Michael Baxter does
when he writes this crap, Drag

BTW, everything you said above applies to just about all official
sources, including corporations.

Still, Tedros is still there? How come he is not in the GITMO yet?
 He is bad not less than Fauci.

 He had to be one of the first tenants in the GITMO>

They’ve all been rounded up and are facing tribunals. Anything you
see playing out in the news right now is meant for the normies in
order to wake them up. It is not meant for the awakened ones.

Good. Very good.
 But I think if they show the executions on TV it will wake up all

sheeps immediately.

Last edited 22 hours ago by Joan

He is (was?) a Head of the World Health Organization.
 Which is privet company, by the way.

 And Tedros is not a doctor or something close to it.

90% Of the people posting here are trolls.

Don’t trust anything they say.

You’d be better off doing an internet search for your questions.

and the first Director without a medical degree, just an installed
bureaucrat. And a lousy one, at that.
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If true … I wonder how many people will believe it.

“mandates” don’t work if people don’t comply.

In fact, government doesn’t work, if people don’t comply.

Pst, don’t tell anyone about the government part.

So,…… I just heard downwind from the friend of a friends friend who
drives the local Bus that this FEMA ebs crap may activate frozen
foods, canned foods etc that have been infected with nano tech also.

They’re panicking, getting nervous making mistakes (what a perfect
scenario) Times up for these morphodites, the trans-bitch’s & boi’s –
their playgrounds are getting surrounded and were closing in on
them.

Is canned soup going to start attacking people? Is Campbell’s part of
the cabal?

Actually, that could be a great B Sci-fi movie, like Attack of the killer
tomatoes or Cell.

Wow never thought about that. People could or will die in
unbelievable numbers.

 Thanks for the information.

The RSBN site interviewed a woman last week that said they were
putting the COVID crap into the animal feed, particularly hogs.

This dirtbag, if it’s not a doppelganger or clone, has no remorse for
the young men he molested and raped.

He is not only a victim of incest — not his fault — is a proud
paedophile who was raped daily by his own dad while his mother
was at work. The father also threatened Randy never to tell the
mother. The incest on Kevin began after his older brother, Randy, left
home 17 after also being raped by the same dad as a child for many
years. Randy is not guilty for the incest, either.
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Randy will never forgive his father for raping him and his brother
Kevin, and the only thing that stopped the father from raping Randy
anymore is he threatened to tell their mother what he did if he ever
raped Kevin.

The rapes stopped. According to Randy, Kevin was raped by his
father until he left home, and became a paedophile with no remorse
or compunction or compassion. We can presu,e he was threatened
never to tell the mother, either.

The victim becomes the victimizer. He, in his own maind, was taking
back the power stolen from him as a child, the same was with was R
Kelly, also molested as a child, who in his mind took back the power
stolen from him and he began victimizing underage women and girls.

Randy tried to reach out to Kevin to talk to him, to get him some
help, but Kevin, the arrogant paedophile, has repeatedly brushed
him off.

Spacey teased that he is ready for a big Hollywood comeback after
being acquitted of sex assault charges in London earlier this
summer.

 Somebody in the White Hat Division need to arrest Kevin Spacey, as
a public figure for sex rims against chidlren hidlren

Kevin Spacey is in the List of Arrested and Executed, as an
executed person.

 Probably, the other Kevin Spacey who was “acquitted of sex assault
charges in London earlier this summer” is his clone or double (???).

Joan, You ask so many questions.

Who do you think has answers here? Or do you just trust any
answer?

Do your own freaking reseach.
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Ahem, excuse me. Not sure why I posted that. Sorta blacked out
there for a moment. Maybe I was just saying brrr because I feel
kinda cold all of a sudden. Is anyone else feeling cold? And like,
really hungry? It’s probably nothing.

I mean. I know it sounds ridiculous but they do sound kinda tasty
don’t they? Never really thought about it before but I bet they actually
taste pretty good. Is anyone else thinking about how brains probably
taste today? I’ve been thinking about it a lot for some reason. I’m
probably not the only one thinking about this right?

Probably, you want to say something here, and participate in the
conversation here, in LLN, but, probably, you do not have any idea
what to say.

 Instead of typing your idiotic replies, you better read something
smart, learn something good, listen to educative TV programs, and
so on.

 Maybe, then you will have your real  “BRAINS”.

Právě se spustil test výstrahy. Jsem si na 99% jistý, že nejsem mrtvý
a dívám se na ulici, nevidím hromady těl. Oba psi jsou také v
pořádku

 
 


